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Abstract

In today’s world data is extremely valuable. Companies and researchers store
every sort of data, from users activities to medical records. However, data is
useless if one cannot extract meaning and insight from it. In 2004 Dean and
Ghemawat introduced the MapReduce framework. This sparked the development
of open source frameworks for big data storage (HDFS) and processing (Hadoop).
Hops and Apache Hive build on top of this heritage. The former proposes a new
distributed file system which achieves higher scalability and throughput by storing
metadata in a database called MySQL-Cluster. The latter is an open source data
warehousing solution built on top of the Hadoop ecosystems, which allows users
to query big data stored on HDFS using a SQL-like query language.

Apache Hive is a widely used and mature project, however it lacks of
consistency between the data stored on the file system and the metadata describing
it, stored on a relational database. This means that if users delete Hive’s data
from the file system, Hive does not delete the related metadata. This causes two
issues: (1) users do not get an error if the data is missing from the filesystem (2) if
users forget to delete the metadata, it will become orphaned in the database. In
this thesis we exploit the fact that both HopsFS’ metadata and Hive’s metadata is
stored in a relational database, to provide a mechanisms to automatically delete
Hive’s metadata if the data is delete from the file system.

The second objective of this thesis is to integrate Apache Hive into the Hops
ecosystem and in particular in the HopsWorks platform. HopsWorks is a multi-
tenant, UI based service which allows users to store and process big data projects.
In this thesis we develop a custom authenticator for Hive to allow HopsWorks
users to authenticate with Hive and to integrate with its security model.
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Sammanfattning

Data har blivit en alltmer värdefull resurs. Företag och forskare lagrar all typ
av data, från användaraktivitet till medicinska journaler. Men data i sig självt
är värdelöst, värdet kommer först när man extrahera insikter och samband från
den. År 2004 introducerade Dean och Ghemawat MapReduce ramverket. Det
gav upphov till utveckling av öppen källkod projekten (HDFS) för datalagring av
stora data mängder och databehandling (Hadoop). Hops och Hive bygger på det
arvet. Den första tillhandahåller ett nytt distribuerat filsystem som uppnår högre
skalbarhet och snabbare transaktioner genom att lagra metadata i ett MySQL-
kluster. Den senare är en lagringslösning byggd på Hadoop ekosystemet, som
tillåter användare att extrahera data lagrad på HDFS med ett SQL-liknande
frågespråk. Apache Hive används i stor utsträckning, men det saknar konsistens
mellan data lagrat på filsystemet och metadata som beskriver den, lagrat i en
relationsdatabas. Det innebär att om användare raderar data från filsystemet, så
tar inte Hive bort motsvarande metadata. Det leder till två problem: (1) användare
får inget får inget fel om data inte är lagrat i filsystemet (2) om användare
glömmer att radera metadata blir det inkonsistens. I det här examensarbetet
utnyttjar vi faktumet att både HopsFS metadata och Hive metadata är lagrat i
en relationsdatabas, för att tillhandahålla mekanismer some automatiskt raderar
Hive metadata om det blir raderat från filsystemet. Det andra målet för det
här examensarbetet är att integrera Apache Hive i Hops ekosystemet, och
mer specifikt i HopsWorks plattformen. HopsWorks tillhandahåller ett grafiskt
gränssnitt där olika organisationer och användare kan kan lagra och processera
stora datamängder. I det här examensarbetet utvecklar vi en egen autentisering för
Hive som tillåter HopsWorks användare att autentisera sig mot Hive och integrera
det i säkerhetsmodellen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The amount of data produced every day is growing. IDC estimates that by 2020
the “digital universe” will reach the size of 44 Zettabytes [3]. Companies and
researchers are already exploiting big data to improve their businesses or advance
their research. Already in 2013 Facebook reported that its data warehouse reached
the size of 300 Petabytes of data, with an ingestion rate of 600 Terabyte of new
data per day [4]. Spotify stores around 60 Petabytes of data [5] in one of the
biggest European Hadoop clusters. Walmart, already in 2012, was processing
around 1 million of customer transactions every hour, and stored them in a 2.5
Petabytes database [6]. Not only companies, but also research centers store and
process these large amounts of data. For instance, the Large Hadron Collider,
the largest particle collider experiment, produces every year around 30 Petabytes
of data which has to be analyzed by scientists [7]. The acquired data is then
used by companies and researches to create all sort of application exploiting data
mining and machine learning techniques. Examples go from predicting customer
behavior [8] to save India’s wild tigers [9], from advancing cancer research [10]
to detects frauds in financial transactions [11], and many more.

When dealing with large datasets, the only way to get the results of the
processing in reasonable time is to spread the computation over several machines.
In this scenario, hardware failures become the rule more than the exception, and
analytics framework should take it into consideration. To give an idea of the size
of the problem, it has been estimated that, at Google, during the first year of life
of a cluster thousands of hard disks and machines failures happen, on average 1
PDU (Power Distribution Unit) fails bringing down 500 to 1000 machines at time,
as well as many other components [12]. These factors lead to the development
of software and analytic frameworks which are resilient to failures, many of
which are open source and available to be used by companies and research
institutes. Two are the software/framework which sparked the open source big
data revolution on which this work builds on: the Google File System and the
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

MapReduce framework. The Google File System (GFS) [13] is a distributed file
system which replicates data over multiple machines to make it always available
despite machine or network failures. The MapReduce framework [14] is data
processing framework designed to process data stored on GFS. The core idea
is that it is a framework to write data analytic software which is then executed
in parallel over several machines. The frameworks transparently deals with the
complexity of distributed applications such as the distribution of the work, the
synchronization of the different workers and the re-scheduling of the jobs in case
of failures. Both GFS and the MapReduce framework were developed internally
at Google, however, when the respective papers were published they sparked the
open source development of HDFS [15] and the Hadoop framework. Over the
years new frameworks have been developed such as Apache Hive [1], Apache
Spark [16] and many more.

1.1 Problem context
HopsFS [5] builds on top of this heritage and proposes a distributed file system
which achieves better scalability in terms of throughput and space. This is
accomplished by moving the file system metadata in a distributed database called
Network Database (NDB). Experiments show that HopsFs is 16 times faster
than HDFS on a sample workload from Spotify. On top of this file system an
Hadoop distribution has been build. The distribution currently includes big data
frameworks such as Apache Spark [16], Apache Flink [17] and Tensorflow [18].
The distribution includes also a web platform called HopsWorks which allows
users to store and process big data projects. The platform is build around the
concept of projects and datasets, multiple users can collaborate on a project
by creating datasets, uploading data and writing data processing software using
the supported frameworks. Datasets can also be securely share among different
projects and they can also be made available to the whole internet. The Hops
distribution is distributed under the Apache License 2.0 and everyone can deploy
Hops on his/her cluster. Since April 2016, Hops-as-a-Service is also offered to
researchers from a datacenter in Sweden.

1.2 Problem description
Apache Hive [1] is a software which allows users to query big data using a SQL-
like query language. Data is stored in a distributed file system like HDFS or
HopsFS and organized in databases, tables and partitions. A relational schema
is attached to the data allowing users to write SQL-like query to analyze the
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data. Apache Hive stores the metadata describing the structure of the data and
the schema attached to it in a relational database. Section 2.1 describes in details
the different components of the software and how it works.

Apache Hive lacks of consistency between the data in the file system and
the metadata in the database, so data and metadata can be separately modified
without the change being reflected to the other side. This means that, if users
delete the data from the file system, the metadata will remain orphaned in the
database and users will still be able to run queries on it without receiving any
errors. Because of that, debugging might become trickier as when they receive
an empty results, users do not know if the query is supposed to return nothing,
or the query is wrong, or someone has deleted the data form the file system. In
this thesis we solve the problem of metadata consistency when deleting the data
from the file system, by exploiting the fact that both HopsFS metadata and Hive’s
metadata are stored on a relational database. That is, when data is removed from
the file system its metadata is deleted from the HopsFS database and, using foreign
keys, the deletions are propagated to the Hive’s metadata database. For the Hive’s
metadata which cannot be deleted using the foreign keys, we developed a tool
which listens for deletion events on the metadata and acts as garbage collector
removing dangling metadata.

This modification of the way Hive handles the metadata, allows us to integrate
more easily Hive into the Hops ecosystem and in particular into the HopsWorks
platform. In HopsWorks users can delete data from the file system from the
graphic interface. Without the automatic cleanup mechanisms developed in this
thesis we would end up in the long run with a database full of “garbage”. As only
administrators have access to the database, they would need to check with all the
projects owners if a given Hive database is still in use or not. This goes against
the HopsWorks basic principal which tries to reduce the need of administrators by
allowing users to manage their own projects in a safe environment.

A second requirement we have to integrate Hive into the HopsWorks platform
is user authentication. Before launching a query on the data, users need to
authenticate with Hive. Two scenarios are possible: users are operating from the
HopsWorks platform or users are executing Hive queries from an external tool, for
instance Tableau *. From these two scenarios we develop a custom authentication
mechanisms for Hive that is integrated with the HopsWorks security model,
explained in details in section 3.2.2.

* https://www.tableau.com
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1.3 Ethics and Sustainability
As mentioned above, data analysis is used in variety of fields. If it’s true
that some applications, such as massive scale analysis of consumer patterns
for marketing purposes, can introduce some ethical concerns, there are others
applications which allows researchers and companies to make progress in the
different research fields and achieving economic growth, sustainable development
and social benefits. This project has the purpose of providing these researchers or
companies with a reliable tool to their works. The integration of Apache Hive
into the Hops distribution goes in that direction, by allowing the Hops team to
provide researchers and companies with a broader set of data analytic frameworks
operating over wider set of managed tools for data analytics from its Swedish
datacenter.

Data confidentiality is also important. Allowing people to do analysis on
confidential data in a multi tenant environment requires that the different projects
are isolated from each other to prevent data leaks. The implementation of the
custom authenticator that fits the HopsWorks security model goes in that direction.

1.4 Structure of this thesis
This thesis is structured as follows: the introduction (1) gives the reader a general
overview of the field in which this thesis project is developed. Chapter 2 gives
the reader all the necessary information about the systems involved in this thesis
and their architectures. It introduces HopsFS (section 2), HopsWorks (section
2.2) and it gives a in-depth overview of Apache Hive and its components (section
2.1). 3 contains the implementation details of the work done in this thesis. In
the first part of the chapter it is described the implementation of the mechanisms
to automatically cleanup the metadata. The second part describes the challenges
and the implementation details of a custom authenticator to integrate Hive into
the Hops ecosystem. Finally the third part of the chapter is dedicated to the
deployment of HopsHive. The analysis chapter (4) compares our implementation
with the upstream Apache Hive. It highlights the benefits of our solution as well
as some limitations that will be solved in future releases. Finally in the conclusion
chapter (5) we terminate our discussion with the list of achieved goals and we give
insights on which direction the project can be further developed.



Chapter 2

Background

sectionHopsFS
HopsFS [5] is a hierarchical distributed file system forked from the Apache

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [15] project. HDFS is an open
source implementation of GFS [13], the first hierarchical distributed file system
implemented and used by Google. The architecture of both HDFS and GFS
is based on three components: the clients, a namenode and several datanodes.
The fundamental idea of HDFS is that files are divided in blocks, usually of 128
MB of size, and replicated across multiple datanodes (by default the replication
factor is 3). Files’ metadata, such as the filenames, directory structure, number
of blocks and placement of each block, are stored in the in the Java heap of the
active namenode. Files in HDFS are append only. This means that a file can
only be read or clients can append to it new blocks. Clients, however, cannot
modify the content of the file, unless they completely rewrite it. As mentioned
before, distributed systems needs to account for failures. The replication of the
file blocks is meant to make sure that at least one block is available in case of a
disk, or machine or switch failure. Metadata operations are replicated from the
active namenode to the stand-by namenode, which takes over in case the primary
active namenode fails. HDFS and GFS differentiate from other storage systems
such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) [19] in two aspects. HDFS is an
hierarchical file system which means it organizes files in an hierarchical way using
a directory tree and provides a POSIX like interface. S3, on the other hand, is an
object store and objects are stored in flat namespace and clients can do put and
get operations to store and retrieve objects to and from the storage system. The
second difference is that S3 provides and available system by dropping the strong
consistency guarantee. HDFS and GFS, on the other hand, provide a consistent
system which might be unavailable in the case the namenode is down.

The architecture of HDFS presents several flaws which limit the scalability
and the performances of the system. Firstly, the HDFS namenode requires, to

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

guarantee consistency, a global lock on the metadata, limiting to 1 the number of
possible active namenode. As all the clients needs to go through the namenode
to read or to do operations on the metadata (create new files, move files and
so on), the namenode becomes the bottleneck and the limit to the scalability
of HDFS. The second limitation HDFS has is related to the fact that metadata
are stored in the heap of the namenode. For every Petabyte of data in HDFS
1 Gigabyte of metadata is required so, the amount of memory available to the
namenode process sets the maximum amount of data that the system can store
[20]. To overcome these flaws HopsFS was created. HopsFS stores the metadata
in a shared-nothing, replicated, in-memory, auto-sharding, consistent relational
database called Network Database (NDB) [21]. NDB can scale up to 48 datanodes
of 512 Gigabyte each, setting the limit for the amount of metadata to 24 Terabyte,
allowing HopsFS to store data in the order of Exabyte, thus overcoming the HDFS
limitation on the amount data that can be stored in the system. By storing the
metadata in NDB, multiple stateless namenode can be run concurrently and the
clients’ RPC (Request Procedure Call) requests can be distributed among all the
available namenodes. Out of all the namenodes, there is one which is elected as
leader. It has the role of executing the housekeeping activities, such as, balancing
the block reports from the datanodes over all the alive namenodes or restore the
correct replication factor in case of an under-replicated blocks.

As in the Unix-like file systems, in HopsFS an inode describes a directory
or a file stored in the system. The inodes are stored in the hdfs inode table.
Each inode is identified by partition id, parent id, and name (the name of the file
or directory) and have associated additional metadata such as number of blocks
and their locations, privileges, checksum and so on. Inodes are distributed across
the different NDB datanodes using the parent id as partition key. This results in
inodes in the same directory being in the same database shard. The exception to
this rule are the first n-levels (2 by default) of the file system tree. As the inode
resolution of a path is done recursively, the root inode and the shard containing it
would become a hotspot. To avoid this, the root inode cannot be modified and it is
cached in each namenode, and the first n-levels are distributed randomly across the
NDB datanodes. Caching is used to speed up path resolution. Namenodes cache
the primary key of the inodes they have resolved. When a new path resolution
is required, the namenode uses the cache to retrieve the all inodes in the path
within a single batch request. If there is a cache miss, the procedure falls back
to the recursive resolution which takes n round-trips where n is the number of
components in the path.

NDB supports only read committed as transaction isolation. This is not
enough to guarantee the same consistency level of HDFS. To achieve this HopsFS
uses locks, which are acquired, to avoid deadlocks, with the strongest lock level
required during the transaction and using a total order based on a left-ordered
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depth-first tree traversal from the root. For large subtree operations such as
move or delete, HopsFS implements a subtree operation protocol to overcome
the limitations imposed by NDB on the maximum number of operations for each
transaction. The protocol works as follow: an application lock is acquire on the
subtree subjected to the modification, if another subtree lock is present in that
subtree, the operation is aborted. To make sure there are no other operations on
the subtree’s inodes, an exclusive lock is acquired on each inode (in parallel to
improve performance) following the same total order defined above. Finally, the
metadata operation is executed in parallel batches.

A comparison of the performance between HopsFS and HDFS shows that
HopsFS achieves 16 times better performances on a Spotify sample workload and
37 times on a synthetic workload. HopsFS achieves also a better throughput for
almost all operations, except the ones on large subtrees, and a lower latency as
operations can be distributed on different namenodes and they don’t have to wait.

A side effect of having the file system’s metadata stored in a database is that
they are available to be used by other processes beside the namenodes. For
example, in HopsWorks (more about it section 2.2) metadata are pushed into
ElasticSearch to be searchable as free-text. Moreover, having the metadata in
a database table is also the enabler of this work.

2.1 Apache Hive
Apache Hive [1] is an open-source data warehousing tool built on top of the
Hadoop ecosystem. Users writes queries using HiveQL a SQL-like query query
language. Queries are then translated into MapReduce jobs and executed by
Hadoop MapReduce framework.

Data is stored on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and organized
in databases, tables, partitions and buckets. Databases, tables and partitions are
represented as directories on HDFS, using the following organization: Hive stores
all the databases into a warehouse directory, each child subdirectory represents
a database and inside each database there are 0 or more subdirectories each
representing a table. There are two types of tables: managed and externals.
Managed tables are managed by Hive, data is stored into the warehouse and when
the table is dropped from Hive the data is deleted. On the other hand, external
tables describe the layout of external files not managed by Hive itself. External
tables can be stored anywhere in the file system and can be manipulated by other
processes than Hive. If a user invokes a DROP TABLE on an external table,
metadata is dropped but the files remain in the file system.

Data in a table can be partitioned using one or more attributes. Partitions
are mapped as directories. If a table is partitioned along two attributes, suppose
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country and city, data for the city of Milan in Italy can be found in: warehouse/
dbname/tablename/country=IT/city=MILAN. Hive supports 2 types
of partitions: static and dynamic. The difference between the two is that, with
static partitioning users have to specify a compile time (of the query) the partition
on which partition the data should be inserted, while with dynamic partitioning the
target partition is known at execution time. Directories for partitions are created
when needed, meaning that when the user load data into a directory the missing
partition directories, if any, are created.

Data inside a partition might be organized into buckets. Tuples are divided
among the buckets based on the hashing of the bucketing attribute. Buckets
are represented on the files system as files. Hive supports different formats
when writing files on the file system, those currently supported are: TEXTFILE,
SEQUENCEFILE, RCFILE, ORC, PARQUET and AVRO. Moreover users can
implement their own Serializer/Deserializer to add the support for other formats.

Hive’s metadata describing how the files on HDFS are organized in partitions,
tables and database, along with statistics to perform query optimizations are stored
in a relational database system (RDBMS). Currently Hive supports the following
RDBMS: DerbyDb, MySQL, MsSQL, Oracle and PostreSQL. There is also an on-
going effort to add the support for Apache HBase as storage for Hive’s metadata.

2.1.1 System Architecture
There are three main components in the Hive architecture: Hive Server 2, the Hive
Driver and Hive Metastore.

2.1.1.1 Hive Server 2

The Hive Server, currently at the 2nd version (HS2), is the front-end component of
the Hive architecture. It implements a Thrift interface which allows remote users
to execute queries and retrieve results. Users can connect to the Hive Server using
the JDBC and ODBC connectors which internally uses Thrift RPC to perform
communications between clients and the server. HS2 supports multiple concurrent
connections from different users and provides user authentication. It also includes
a web interface which provides configuration management, logging, metrics and
active session information. The combination of HS2 and JDBC connector allows
Hive to be integrated with external services such as business intelligence tools.

The Thrift RPC communication can rely both on a binary protocol or on the
HTTP protocol. This second option is useful when there is a proxy in between
the client and the server such as Apache Knox *. Knox provides a single HTTP
endpoint and users can interact with it using its REST APIs to access the entire
* https://knox.apache.org/
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Figure 2.1: Hive Architecture [1]

Hadoop ecosystem. Currently HS2 can run either on HTTP mode or in binary
mode, but in both mode at the same time.

HS2 can be deployed in high availability mode (HA) by using Zookeeper [22].
When a new instance is started it registers itself with Zookeeper. Zookeeper acts as
a service discovery for the clients (clients connect to it asking for the IP address of
a HS2 instance) and as a load balancer (Zookeeper rotates the IP addresses when
it responds to the clients). However, the high availability mode doesn’t provide
automatic failover. If a HS2 instance dies all the sessions it was handling are
lost and the clients need to reconnect to another instance and restart the queries.
Zookeeper does not restore failed HS2.

2.1.1.2 Hive Driver

The driver is the Hive internal component that manages the whole lifecycle of a
query. It can be split down into several sub components:

• Driver: The driver itself manages the queries by keeping track of the
different stages: compilation, optimization and execution. It also creates
and manages the session handles and session statistics.

• Compiler: The compiler transforms the Hive-QL query into a DAG
(Direct Acyclic Graph) of MapReduce, Tez or Spark jobs. The compiler
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steps are the following: 1. Transformation of the query into a logical
plan 2. Optimization of the logical with a cost based optimizer using
the tables/partitions/columns statistics stored in the metadata database.
3. Transform the optimized logical plan into a DAG of MapReduce or Tez
or Spark jobs.

• Executor: The executor takes the query plan from the compiler and submits
one by one the jobs to the execution engine. At today, Hive supports 3
different execution engines: MapReduce, Tez and Spark.

2.1.1.3 Hive Metastore

The Metastore is the component responsible for managing the metadata. It can
be run as a separate process or embedded into the Hive driver. On the public
side, the Metastore implements a Thrift interface which allows clients to invoke
operations on the metadata. The lists of operations include create table,
drop table, alter table and so on. Besides Hive, other software such
as PrestoDB, SparkSQL and Hoodie rely on the Metastore as a manager of the
metadata describing databases and tables on HDFS.

The definition of the metadata objects (i.e. Tables, Partitions, Storage
Descriptors) are part of the Thrift interface definition. Internally, the Metastore
uses an Object Relational Mapper (ORM) called DataNucleus to map the metadata
objects to the rows in the database tables. Datanucleus is responsible for managing
the lifecycle of the metadata objects and make them persistent on the database
when a manipulation operation is commited. All the operations on the metadata
are done within a transaction. There is a level of indirection between the objects
exchanged between the clients and the Metastore and the objects that are persisted
in the database. This second set of classes belong to the definition of the database
model. The mapping between the class definition and the tables on the database
is defined in a file called package.jdo. This file contains the map between the
fields in the classes and the fields in the table, which attributes are the primary key
and the relationship between the classes.

When the Metastore is stared, it expects to find in the database the schema, as
it is validated by DataNucleus. To deploy the schema a tool called schematool
can be used. The schema is deployed using the SQL scripts provided in the
Hive installation package. The schematool can also be used to update the
schema to newer Hive version without the need of destroying and recreating
it. The SQL scripts are generated by the developers by setting the parameter
datanucleus.schema.autoCreateAll to true. This parameters instructs
DataNucleus to create a metadata table if it cannot find it in the Metastore
database. DataNucleus uses the definition in the package.jdo to create and
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validate the tables. The developers run the tests and take the dump of the resulting
schemas(one for each supported database), and include them in the installation
package. They also include the scripts with the commands to update the schemas
between Hive versions.

The Metastore is also responsible of managing the warehouse, by creating
and removing the necessary directories when table/partitions/indexes and so on
are created or dropped. The operations on the file system are not executed
transactionally with the operations on the metadata.

Also the Metastore can be deployed in a high availability configuration.
However, this makes sense only if also the database behind the Metastore is
deployed in HA mode. In this case, there is no need for Zookeeper, the
list of available Metastores is communicated to the Hive Servers by using the
configuration property: hive.Metastore.uris. The HS2 contacts always
the first Metastore in the list or, if it is unavailable, it randomly picks another one.

2.1.2 Metastore Schema

This section will highlights the most important components in the Metastore
schema. For the sake of clarity, throughout the paper we will refer to the tables of
the Metastore schema as metatables to differentiate from the Hive’s tables. The
full Entity Relationship model (ER) can be found in appendix A. The metatables
can be divided in two groups: those used to provide ACID capabilities and those
responsible to store the metadata objects. The second group is relevant for the
work of this thesis, particular focus will be placed on the metatables: DBS,
TBLS, SDS, PARTITIONS and COLUMNS V2. Figure 2.2 shows the relations
between these four tables and their closely related tables.

The use of the four metatables is the following:

• DBS: An entry in the metatable DBS represents a database in Hive. The
metadata describing a database are: name, description, location of the
database directory in HDFS and the owner of the database. In case SQL
standard based authorization (see 3.2.1.1) is used, the metatable DB PRIVS
contains the privileges of users and roles on the database. To a database
can also be associated User Defined Functions (UDF) and parameters. A
database has 0 or more tables.

• TBLS: An entry in the metatable TBLS represents a table in Hive. Table’s
metadata are: name, database id, creation and last access time, table
type (external, managed, index table, virtual view, materialized view),
view expanded text and view original text (used to store the queries that
create the view). Each table can be divided into one or more partitions, the
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Figure 2.2: Hive Metastore ER - Entity subset
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partition keys are stored into the PARTITION KEYS metatable. Parameters
(stored in TABLE PARAMS) can be associated to a table, examples are:
the number of rows in the table and the number of files in which the table is
distributed. As for the metatable DBS, TBL PRIVS and TBL COL PRIVS
are used to store the privileges for the table and columns. TAB COL STATS
contains column statistics used by the optimizer.

• PARTITIONS: This metatable contains the metadata related to the table
partitions. As for the previous two metadata objects, in the Metastore
database are stored the privileges on the partition and statistics to use for
optimizations. Each table and partition has a storage descriptor.

• SDS: This metatable contains all the storage descriptors for both the
tables and the partitions. Together with the closely related metatables,
SDS describes how tables and partitions are stored in HDFS. An entry
in SDS includes: the location of the table/partition on HDFS, how the
files in the table are bucketed, which file format is used and which
serializer/deserializer needs to be use when reading and writing. There is a
n-to-n relationship between storage descriptors and columns, i.e. a storage
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descriptor can have multiple columns and a single column can be associated
with multiple storage descriptors.

• COLUMNS V2: This metatable contains the information related to the
columns of a table or partitions. An entry includes the name of the column
and its type.

2.1.3 Additional Features
Hive is actively developed by the community and it has matured a lot if compared
with the initial versions, especially in the area of execution time optimization.
The major improvements in performances are obtained mainly from Apache
Tez and Low Latency Analytics Porcessing (LLAP). Other features integrated
over the time which boost the performance Apache ORC *, a columnar file
format to efficently execute analytic queries, cost based optimization and query
vectorization.

Apache Tez [23] is a framework to design and build data-flow processing
pipelines built on top of Yarn [24]. Tez overcomes the expressiveness limitations
of the MapReduce framework which only allow processing pipelines formed as
chains of map and reduce phases. Contrarily to MapReduce, the processing
pipelines in Tez are defined as Direct Acyclic Graphs (DAG). The vertices of the
DAG represents a transformation of the input data and the edges represents how
data flows from the datasources to the sinks through the vertices. A single vertex
might be executed in parallel on different data, the parallelism level can be defined
statically when the DAG is defined, but it can also be determined at runtime,
depending on the size of the input(s). Edges can have different connections
patterns (i.e. one-to-one, broadcast and Scatter-gather) and can represent different
transport mechanisms (i.e local-disk or local/remote main memory). Tez adopts
several optimizations to achieve better execution times such as: runtime graph re-
configuration, reuse of Yarn containers, sessions and the shared objects registry.
With runtime graph re-configuration, applications can change the structure of the
DAG at runtime, for instance, they can change vertex parallelism, edges properties
and routing and the scheduling of the tasks. This feature is used by Hive to modify
the DAG in case of a wrong cost estimation during the optimization phase. Tez
makes also efficient use of Yarn containers by reusing them in case they match
the amount of resources required by other pending tasks. Tez introduces the
concept of session which allows tasks from different DAGs to share the same
containers. Tez also provides an in-memory cache to reuse objects in downstream
tasks. This feature is used by Hive in case it has to perform several consecutive
map joins. It builds the hash map for the smaller side and reuses it in for the

* https://orc.apache.org/
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following joins, without rebuilding it. Tez has been successfully integrated as
execution engine in Hive with the JIRA HIVE-4660. The Tez paper [23] presents
a comparison between MapReduce and Tez as execution engine for Hive on a
TPC-DS workload. From the comparison it can be seen how the Tez configuration
outperforms the MapReduce one. In the current Hive release (2.1), MapReduce
can still be selected as execution engine, however, it is deprecated and will be
removed from the next versions.

The second interesting new feature is LLAP. It stands for Low Latency
Analytics Processing, or Live Long and Process as renamed by the Hive developer
community. It has been introduced in Hive with the JIRA HIVE-7926. The LLAP
model consists in a set of long-living daemons running inside YARN containers,
which replace the interactions with the file system.

Figure 2.3: Hive execution with LLAP [2]

As the LLAP daemons are long-living, the execution engine doesn’t have to
wait for YARN to allocate the resources before starting the execution of the query,
achieving low latency query execution. Daemons are stateless, meaning that each
request should contain data location and metadata. Daemons don’t have locality
awareness, which should be enforced by the execution engine. This facilitate
recovery and fault tolerance as, if a LLAP daemon fails, the execution engine can
re-run the processing on on another daemon. Finally the daemons are allowed to
communicate with each other and share data. Hive takes advantages of the LLAP
daemons for I/O, security, caching and query fragment execution. Daemons use
different threads to do I/O and transform the input into a columnar format, ready
for query execution. Different plugins are available for the different file formats.
As daemons are aware of which column or record they are processing, they are
also used to enforce security constraints on column or row basis. The execution
engine, at this time only Tez is supported, can delegate to LLAP daemons the
execution of small queries of fragments of larger queries. The list of operations
executed by LLAP daemons includes: filters, projections, partial aggregates,
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bucketing and hash joins. Operations which are more resource intensive, such as
the shuffle join, are executed by the execution engine in separated Yarn containers.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of execution with LLAP daemons. LLAP daemons
aggressively cache data, metadata and query fragment results. The objects are
kept off-heap to avoid the limitations of the JVM memory settings and the
interaction with the garbage collector. Plus, the amount of memory required by
the daemon can be minimized and based on the workload, additional resources
can be transferred to them through the Yarn container delegation feature.

2.2 HopsWorks
HopsWorks is a web application which provides multi-tenant data management
and processing on top of the Hops ecosystem. HopsWorks integrates data
processing frameworks such as Apache Spark [16], Apache Flink [17] and
Tensorflow [18] and message brokering system such as Apache Kafka [25].
Users can write, execute and collaborate on data processing pipelines using the
interactive notebooks provided by Apache Zeppelin *. The platform provides
peripheral security being the only point of access to operate on the whole
Hops ecosystem. Exceptions to this rule are Apache Kafka and Apache Hive
(see section 3.2). Command line tools are accessible to the people, within an
organization, who have access to the machines of the cluster. HopsWorks provides
REST APIs to allow external services to integrate with the platform.

On the platform files and activities are organized in projects and datasets.
Projects contains zero or more datasets, a collection of Jobs and Kafka topics
and Apache Zeppelin notebooks. A projects is mapped on the HopsFS as a
subdirectory in the /Projects directory. In HopsWorks, a dataset represents
the unit that can be shared across different projects and they can be made publicly
available to all the projects and to the public internet. Datasets are stored as a
subdirectories of the Project directory under which they are created. Metadata
can be attached to a dataset, which is indexed by ElasticSearch and searchable
as free-text. Users can also use the free-text search to find directories and files
in a dataset. When a new project is created, the platform automatically creates 3
datasets: Resources, Logs and Notebooks. The Resources dataset can be used by
data scientists (see later the users classification) to upload jobs. Logs is used to
write the aggregated Yarn logs and finally, in the Notebooks dataset are stored the
Zeppelin interactive notebooks.

In HopsWorks there are two type of users: platform-users and project-users.
Platform-users are the users used to log in and navigate in the HopsWorks
interface and are identified by the email address and password. HopsWorks

* https://zeppelin.apache.org/
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supports different types of authentication: email/password, LDAP, JDBC Realm
and two-factor authentication. Platform-users are categorized into normal users
and administrators. The second category can manage user registrations and
project quotas as well as monitor and restart services. Administrators don’t have,
however, access from the UI to the content of projects and datasets. On the
other hand, project-users are used to do operations on the Hops ecosystem, i.e.
managing files on HopsFS and launching jobs on the different data processing
frameworks. Each user has a different project-user for each project it is involved
in. The project-user username is formed as projectname username.
Project-users are classified in two categories: data owners and data scientists. Data
owners have full control over the project: they can create/delete datasets, upload
or download files, add/remove users to the project and change their membership
status. Data scientists, on the other hand, can only launch jobs or work on
the Zeppelin notebooks. HopsWorks uses HopsFS users and groups to manage
ownership and permissions on projects and datasets. Each project and each dataset
have a different group and, when a dataset needs to be shared, the member of the
other project are added to the dataset group. In this way a dataset can be shared
without giving access to the parent directory (i.e. the project directory), preserving
in this way the isolation.

As mentioned before, HopsWorks allows users to extend the metadata of
datasets, directories and files with custom metadata. They are then indexed by
ElasticSearch * and made available to be searched as free-text from the UI. Users
can add Schemaless or SchemaBased metadata. With the first method, users can
add any JSON while with the second approach, users have to first define the
schema and attach it to the dataset, directory or file, and then update it with the
values.

The backend of the Hopswork platform is written using Java Enterprise
Edition, while the frontend is written using the Angular JS framework. The
full stack, from HopsFS to the HopsWorks platform and all the data processing
frameworks supported are deployed using Karamel and Chef-Solo. Karamel
allows the Hops ecosystem to be deployed on the public cloud (it supports AWS
and GCE), on a private cloud, thanks to the support of OpenStack, and on bare
metal hardware. Users define the structure of the cluster by specifying which
Chef recipes have to be execute on which machines. Karamel builds a DAG
of the dependencies between the recipes, provision the virtual machines (if the
deployment is done on the cloud) and executes the recipes using Chef-Solo,
respecting the other defined in the DAG.

* https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch
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2.3 Other SQL on Hadoop systems
Apache Hive is not the only systems that enables SQL on Hadoop. Impala [26],
PrestoDB*, SparkSQL [27] and Drill [28] are other processing frameworks which
allows big data analytic using SQL-like query languages.

With the introduction of the LLAP feature, Apache Hive and Impala are
pretty much the same. Impala has been created since the beginning as a low
latency SQL on Hadoop system. At the core of the Impala architecture there
are the daemons (impalad) which, as the LLAP daemons, are executed on the
same machines of the file system datanodes to exploit data locality. They are in
charge of receiving the queries from the clients, process the queries, and execute
them. Each impalad daemon can act both as query coordinator (i.e. receive
and coordinate the execution of the query) and as query executor, achieving fault
tolerance. Impala has its own catalog service for the metadata, however it pulls
data from the Hive Metastore (or the file system namenode) and aggregates the
the metadata into an catalog structure compatible con Impala. Changes to the
metadata (e.g. with DDL queries) from within Impala are propagated to the Hive
Metastore as well.

PrestoDB is a distributed SQL engine for interactive queries. As for Impala,
Presto relies on a set of daemons for query execution. The daemons are designed
to operate in-memory SQL query processing. Presto supports a wide range of
datastores. Queries can be run over data on a distributed file system and, in
this case, Presto uses the Hive Metastore as repository for metadata. Presto
also provides a set of connectors to query data stored on RDBMS (MySQL and
PostgreSQL), on MongoDB, Apache Cassandra and many more. In particular,
with a single query users can query data coming from different datastores.

SparkSQL provides SQL capabilities from within Spark. The system is
organized around 2 core concepts: a data structure called DataFrame and a query
optimizer called Catalyst. DataFrame is an in-memory, columnar store structure
which has associated a schema. DataFrames can be built from existing Spark
RDDs or from external tables. Queries on the DataFrames can be expressed
both using SQL statements or using a DSL (Domain-Specific Language) which
allows projections, filter, join and aggregation. The second core component is
the optimizer. The idea behind it is that it’s aware of which data comes from
which datasource and it can push down operations directly into the data source.
An example can be applying a filter on a table stored on MySQL, the optimizer
requires to MySQL only the tuples respecting the filter. SparkSQL integrates the
support as datasources for relational databases, Hive tables, JSON documents and
Java, Scala and Python objects.

Finally, Drill takes a different approach allowing data analytics on a wide
* https://prestodb.io/
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range of non-relational datastores. The list includes files saved on a distributed
file system or cloud storage and NoSQL databases such as HBase or MongoDB.
The difference between Hive and Drill is that the first uses a relational data
model, with tables and relationships between them, while Drill allows queries
over data organized in schema-free JSON. Nevertheless, Drill provides an Hive
plugin which allows users to run queries from Drill over data stored in Hive.

All of these systems, either rely on the Hive Metastore as source for metadata
when querying files on the file systems (PrestoDB and Impala) or integrates the
possibility of querying data on Hive (SparkSQL and Drill) and when the user do
so they also query the metastore to retrieve the necessary metadata (e.g. table
structure and files locations). All the above mentioned systems can benefits from
the automatic cleanup of the metadata introduced in this thesis. At the same
time, it’s also of extremely important to do not break the external interface of the
metastore, to maintain the compatibility of the HopsHive Metastore with these
systems.
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Implementation

3.1 Consistent metastore

3.1.1 NDBCLUSTER Engine
The first step of the implementation of the automatic metadata cleanup is to
instruct the metastore to use NDB as storage engine for the metadata. As describe
in section 2.1.1.3 the metastore uses an ORM called DataNuclues. DataNucleus
supports NDB as storage engine for MySQL. By default DataNucleus uses
the InnoDb engine when creating the tables (if datanucleus.schema.
autoCreateAll is set to true), however the option datanucleus.rdbms.
mysql.engineType can be used to specify another supported storage engine,
in this case NDB. Apache Hive configuration parser org.apache.hadoop.
hive.conf.HiveConf does not give the possibility of specifying the storage
engine, so we add this option to HopsHive. By default the configuration parameter
is set to ndbcluster. Particular attention needs to be placed on the charset used
to store char and varchar. NDB has a limitation on the usage of VARCHAR and
VARBINARY for rows longer than 14KB and requires that, for longer rows only
TEXT and BLOB can be used [29]. In the metastore schema there are several
tables which if created using, for instance, the utf-8 charset they exceed the NDB
row length limitation. One case is the SDS table which has several fields set as
VARCHAR(4000), in MySQL the utf-8 encoding of a varchar requires 2 bytes to
store the length and up to 3 bytes to store each character. Two are the possible
solutions: we convert the VARCHAR to TEXT or we change the charset to, for
instance, latin1 which requires only 1 byte for character. With the first option
we will miss on performance, as TEXT in NDB are splitted in chunks of 2000
bytes and stored in a secondary table, with only the first 256 bytes stored in the
row buffer of the primary table. Storing as TEXT would require several roundtrips
from MySQL to NDB to retrieve all the values. On the other hand, latin1 limits the
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type of character that can be inserted as values to the Western Europe alphabets.
This however, is an acceptable tradeoff as the VARCHARS in the schema are used
to store metadata such as HopsFS paths (which uses latin1 for file and directory
names), Java class names, ASCII only attributes which are not under the direct
control of the users. The only restriction users have is that they have to use only
latin1 characters for table or column names.

3.1.2 Foreign Keys
To achieve consistency between Hive’s metadata we need a connection between
the HopsFS structure describing files and directories (the inodes) and the Hive’s
storage descriptors, which link databases/tables/partitions to the correct path in
the file system. By adding a foreign key (with on delete cascade action) between
the SDS metatable and the hdfs inodes table we achieve that, when the data files
or directories are delete from the file system the deletion can be propagated also
to the Hive’s metadata.

Listing 3.1: hdfs inodes CREATE statement
CREATE TABLE ' h d f s i n o d e s ' (
' p a r t i t i o n i d ' i n t ( 1 1 ) NOT NULL,
' p a r e n t i d ' i n t ( 1 1 ) NOT NULL DEFAULT ' 0 ' ,
' name ' varchar ( 2 5 5 ) NOT NULL DEFAULT ' ' ,
' i d ' i n t ( 1 1 ) NOT NULL,
' u s e r i d ' i n t ( 1 1 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' g r o u p i d ' i n t ( 1 1 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' m o d i f i c a t i o n t i m e ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' a c c e s s t i m e ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' p e r m i s s i o n ' s m a l l i n t ( 6 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' c l i e n t n a m e ' varchar ( 1 0 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' c l i e n t m a c h i n e ' varchar ( 1 0 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' c l i e n t n o d e ' varchar ( 1 0 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' g e n e r a t i o n s t a m p ' i n t ( 1 1 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' h e a d e r ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' s yml ink ' varchar ( 2 5 5 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' s u b t r e e l o c k o w n e r ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' s i z e ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) NOT NULL DEFAULT ' 0 ' ,
' q u o t a e n a b l e d ' t i n y i n t NOT NULL,
' m e t a e n a b l e d ' t i n y i n t DEFAULT 0 ,
' i s d i r ' t i n y i n t NOT NULL,
' u n d e r c o n s t r u c t i o n ' t i n y i n t NOT NULL,
' s u b t r e e l o c k e d ' t i n y i n t DEFAULT NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY ( ' p a r t i t i o n i d ' , ' p a r e n t i d ' , ' name ' ) ,
KEY ' p i d e x ' ( ' p a r e n t i d ' ) ,
KEY ' i n o d e i d x ' ( ' i d ' ) ,
KEY ' c1 ' ( ' p a r e n t i d ' , ' p a r t i t i o n i d ' ) ,
KEY ' c2 ' ( ' p a r t i t i o n i d ' , ' p a r e n t i d ' )

) ENGINE= n d b c l u s t e r DEFAULT CHARSET= l a t i n 1
/ * !50100 PARTITION BY KEY ( p a r t i t i o n i d ) * /

Listing 3.2: SDS CREATE statement

CREATE TABLE ' SDS ' (
' SD ID ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) NOT NULL,
' CD ID ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,
' INPUT FORMAT ' varchar ( 4 0 0 0 )

CHARACTER SET l a t i n 1 DEFAULT NULL,
' IS COMPRESSED ' b i t ( 1 ) NOT NULL,
' IS STOREDASSUBDIRECTORIES ' b i t ( 1 ) NOT NULL,
'LOCATION ' varchar ( 4 0 0 0 )

CHARACTER SET l a t i n 1 DEFAULT NULL,
'NUM BUCKETS ' i n t ( 1 1 ) NOT NULL,
'OUTPUT FORMAT ' varchar ( 4 0 0 0 )

CHARACTER SET l a t i n 1 DEFAULT NULL,
' SERDE ID ' b i g i n t ( 2 0 ) DEFAULT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY ( ' SD ID ' ) ,
KEY ' SDS N50 ' ( ' SERDE ID ' ) ,
KEY ' SDS N49 ' ( ' CD ID ' )

) ENGINE= n d b c l u s t e r DEFAULT CHARSET= l a t i n 1

Differently from InnoDb, NDB requires that the referenced attributed of a
foreign key is unique. As can be seen in the listing 3.1 each inode is identified by
an id. The id is unique however, for performance reasons, the uniqueness of the
id is enforced by the HopsFS namenode and not by the database itself. For this
reason we extend the SDS metatable with three fields: parent id, partition id and
name and we add a composite foreign key to the hdfs inodes table referencing
the primary key. In this way the NDB constraint to reference unique keys is
satisfied. Extending the create statement in the SQL script to deploy the database
is not enough, we need to make the metastore aware of the three new fields and
write the logic to populate them. To do so, in HopsHive we extend the class
MStorageDescriptor.java with 2 integers (partition id and parent id) and
a string to store the directory name. As described in the 2.1.1.3, the additions
do not break the compatibility with external metastore clients (eg. PrestoDB or
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PyHive*) as the classes in the org.apache.hive.metastore.Model are used internally
by the ORM and are not exposed as part of the public interface. When a new
MStorageDescriptor.java is created (at the creation of a new table or
partition), or when its location is modified (eg. in case of a renaming operation
on a table) the HopsFS inode resolution is triggered. Starting from the root, the
inode is recursively resolved using the id. Once the id as been found, the primary
key is retrieved and the MStorageDescriptor.java fields populated. In
case an inode is not found during the path resolution, an exception is thrown.
As directories are always created before the creation of the metadata, unless a
concurrent deletion or move is happening, we are guaranteed to find the inode
primary key. If this doesn’t happen because of a concurrent deletion or move
along the target path, an exception is thrown and the table, partition or database
will not be created. If the deletion happens in between the resolution of the inode
and the write of the metadata in the metastore, the insert query will not respect
the foreign key constraint and so the database will raise an error and the table,
partition or database will not be created.

The idea is that, when the storage descriptor is deleted from the metastore
database, everything connected to that descriptor is deleted as well. That is, when
a SD belonging to a table is deleted, also the entry in the metatable TBLS is
deleted as well as well as the table attributes stored in the connected metatables
and all the table partitions and their metadata. To achieve this foreign keys are
added in the metastore schema as Apache Hive does not use them. Apache Hive
relies on the DataNucleus and on the dependent directive of the JDO (Java Data
Object) specification. If an object is set to be dependent from a second one,
DataNucleus will delete it when the second object is deleted. This however,
is under the responsibility of DataNucleus, when a SD is deleted externally to
DataNucleus, as in our case when a directory is removed from the file system,
the database has no way to know the relationships between the tables and which
action it should perform.

To achieve the cleanup in both scenarios, we modify the package.jdo to
include the foreign keys for the 1-to-n relationships and set the on-delete action
to be cascade. In the section 3.1.3 we explain how we handle the many-to-many
relations such as the one between the storage descriptors and the columns. In this
way if, for instance, a table is delete from the Hive, DataNucleus is responsible of
the cleanup of the metadata while, if the same table is deleted from the filesystem,
the database cleans up the metadata. To add the foreign key between the SDS
metatable and hdfs inodes we use a different approach. As DataNucleus is not
responsible for the hdfs inodes table, we cannot add the foreign key directive in
the package.jdo file, but it needs to be added manually after the SQL script has

* https://github.com/dropbox/PyHive
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been generated as described in 2.1.1.3. As MySQL allows cross schema foreign
keys we can keep the metastore schema separated from the HopsFS one, allowing
us to keep separated users for the two databases. The Hive database user needs
only read permissions on the hdfs inodes table to perform the inode primary key
resolution.

NDB does not support on update actions in case the foreign key references a
primary key. This because each time there is an update on the primary key the row
is deleted and re-created. This has the side effect that if an inode is moved, the
parent id changes and so the entry in the inode directory is deleted and recreated.
On the deletion of the row the database cascades the action to the SDS metatable
and with that, it cleans up all the metadata in the metastore. This is a positive
effect, as Hive works with directory paths and not with inode ids, if the path
changes Hive is not able to locate the data anymore so the metadata is useless.

InodeHelper.java is the class responsible to resolve the inode primary
key. It’s a singleton and uses Hikari to create a pool of JDBC connection to
the HopsFS database. To resolve an inode the function getInodePK(String
path) is called. If the path is an empty string, as in the virtual view case, the
function returns an InodePK.java object with the 3 fields to NULL. If the
path is not an empty string, either the function finds the inode, and then returns its
primary key, or a MetaException is thrown.

3.1.2.1 DBS

We also modify the way the metastore stores the database metadata. An entry
in the DBS metatable, which represents a database in Hive, doesn’t have a
storage descriptor as it doesn’t need the concept of columns, buckets or file
format. The location of the database is stored as a string in the DBS entry.
This however makes impossible to delete the database metadata (e.g. parameters,
user defined functions and privileges) if the database directory is deleted. To
overcome this problem we modify the structure of the MDatabase.java
object by swapping the string location with a reference to a storage descriptor.
This is mapped on the metastore schema with a foreign key (with on-delete
cascade action) which references the SDS metatable. As for tables and partitions,
when a database is created, the inode of the database directory is resolved and
the SDS entry is populated with its primary key. The SD for the database
doesn’t have any dependent objects attached and all the fields aside sd id,
partition id, parent id, name and location are set to NULL. As for the extension
of the the MStorageDescriptor.java thanks to level of indirection in the
metastore, the modification of the MDatabase.java object does not break the
compatibility with external clients.
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3.1.2.2 Files deletion

As mentioned before a table is mapped as a directory on HopsFS and the table data
are spread across one or multiple HopsFS files. As the single files are not tracked
by the metadata we cannot achieve the effect of deleting the table metadata if
all the data files are deleted. In this case we assume that the user wants to keep
the table structure but load new data, that is, the behavior is the same as the user
performs a TRUNCATE operation on the table. We adopt the same strategy if
the user deletes all the table directories but he/she doesn’t delete the database
directory. We assume he/she wants to keep all the metadata related the database
(eg. UDF), but wants to create a completely new set of tables.

3.1.2.3 Key constraints

Of particular interest are the key constraints. With the JIRA HIVE-6905 the Hive
community introduced the support for primary keys and foreign keys in Hive,
however they do not enforce them yet. That is, a user can create a table with a
primary key, but as it is not enforced the user can insert multiple entries with the
same primary key. Same goes for the foreign keys and their on delete and on
update actions. The reason behind this behavior is that is not considered good
practice to enforce constraints in the data warehousing tools, as they increase
overhead. The sanity checks should be performed by upstream systems such as
the production database that serves requests to the customers. Key constraints
have been introduced to increase the set of information available to the optimizer
when it generates the query plan using cost based optimization 2.1.1. To clean
up the constraints we add two foreign keys to the metatable KEY CONSTRAINTS
(metatable which contains the metadata regarding primary and foreign keys), for
the child table and parent table fields, both referencing the TBLS metatable. In
this way, if either one of the two Hive tables is deleted (the one with the foreign
key or the one referenced by the foreign key), also the constraint is removed.

3.1.2.4 ALTER TABLE RENAME

The consistency mechanisms for the metastore collides with the logic of the
ALTER TABLE RENAME. If the command is executed on a managed table it
causes the table directory to be renamed with the new table name. Here a problem
arises. Assuming that the user wants to rename the managed table tableA to
tableB, the alter table operations needs to rename the table directory to tableB.
It also needs to modify the metadata by changing the table name in the metatable
TBLS and the locations of the storage descriptors of the table and its partitions.
As explained before, the table rename causes a change in the inode primary
key, which is treated by the NDB on cascade action on the foreign key as a
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deletion. The problem is the following: if the table directory is renamed after
the modification of the metadata, the InodeHelper will not be able to find the
inode and it throws an exception. On the other hand, if the renaming of the table
directory happens before the modification of the metadata, all the metadata related
to the table will be deleted and if the metastore fails during the alter operation
this would cause the permanent loss of the table metadata. One way to solve
the problem would be to duplicate the data. That is, the metastore copies the
data in the new location before modifying the metadata and once the operation is
completed it would delete the original data. This however, will slow down the alter
table operation by several order of magnitudes as it requires the copy of potentially
Petabytes of data. The other possibility is that we temporarily set to NULL the
location, parent id, partition id and name in the SDS metatable, de facto disabling
the consistency mechanism of the metastore. In a second step we move the data
in the new location and finally in another transaction will set the correct locations
and foreign keys pointing to the new inodes. Also this second solution has several
drawbacks. First we need to implement a mechanisms to operate compensation
operations in case the metasetore fails during one transaction or between them
leaving the metadata in an inconsistent state. Secondly, splitting the operation
in two different transactions introduces the risk of race conditions. That is, if
two users run the alter table command on the same table they might end up
overwriting each other changes leaving the metastore database in an inconsistent
state. Finally as the operations on the metadata are not transactional with the
operation on the file system, if a deletion happens between the transaction that
disable the consistency and the renaming of the file, the metastore will return
an exception but as we have disabled the cascading effect the metadata will still
remain in database, leaving it in an inconsistent state. The current behavior is that
the renaming of table and partitions raises an exception but we are investigating
potential ways to fix it. More on that in the future work section 5.2.

3.1.3 Hive Cleaner
In the metastore schema there are also some many-to-many relationships between
metatables, such as the relation between the storage descriptor and the column
descriptor. A column descriptor is represented in java as a list of MFielSchema
which store the metadata related to table columns. A column descriptor can be
associated with multiple storage descriptors, as in the case of a table with multiple
partitions. In this case the table has a SD and also each partition has its own
storage descriptor, all of them share the same column descriptor. When users
delete a table or partition from Hive the column descriptors are garbage collected
once the table is deleted, however, if users deletes a table or partition from HopsFS
we need to remove the column descriptor only when all the references to have
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been removed. The same situation applies also to the metadata related to the
serializer/deserializer to use and, in case of a skewed table, to the metadata related
to the skewed columns and their values. To clean up these metadata we develop
a tool in C++ called hiveCleaner *. The tool exploits the NDB management node
feature which enables external clients to register and receive events about tables
they have subscribed to. The hiveCleaner when started it registers itself to listen
for tuple deletion devents on the SDS metatable. When an entry of the table is
deleted, the hiveCleaner receives the values in the row. Using the NDB APIs
the hiveCleaner checks if there are any other SDS entries with the same column
descriptor and, if not it deletes the entry from the CDS metatable. It then deletes
the SERDE entry, without checking if there are any other SDS pointing to it as in
the package.jdo the reference to the SERDE entry is marked as dependent.

We use the hiveCleaner also to clean up the indexes in case a table is deleted
from HDFS. At the current version Hive supports only what are defined as Table
Indexes. Each index has an entry in the IDXS metatable, an entry in the TBLS
metatable and 2 entries in the SDS metatable. The index itself is mapped as a
directory in HDFS. When the table on which the index is defined is deleted, the
entry in the IDXS metatable is deleted as well thanks to the on-delete action.
The hiveCleaner listens on the IDXS metatable and deletes the entry in the SDS
metatable. This entry doesn’t have any location set. The location of the index
directory on HopsFS is set in the SDS entry related to the INDEX TABLE in the
TBLS metatable. The hiveCleaner, when the IDXS entry is deleted, deletes the
index directory from HopsFS, which in turn triggers the deletion of the SDS entry
and, on cascade, the deletion of the entry in the TBLS metatable related to the
INDEX TABLE and its connected metadata.

hiveCleaner also listens for deletion events on the TBLS and PARTITIONS
metatables. This in case the users deletes the database directory without
specifying the skipTrash option. The directory is moved under the .Trash and the
primary key of the inode of the database directory is changed. As explained above,
this triggers the deletion of the SDS entry related to the table, which in turn deletes
the DBS entry and all the tables of that databases. The cascade effect, however,
is not propagated by the database to the SDS entries for tables and partitions and
neither deleted by the SDS to hdfs inodes foreign key as all the child directories
of the database directory do not change the primary key. The hiveCleaner takes
care of deleting the SDS entries and, on cascade, all the metadata related to those
entries.

* https://github.com/siroibaf/hivecleaner
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3.1.4 Summary

The following table 3.1 summarizes how metadata are deleted for each user action.
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Action Cleanup strategy
DROP PARTITION, TABLE,
DATABASE as Hive command.

Deletion of the metadata, and
if necessary of the HopsFS
directory(ies) using the logic already
present in the metastore code.

Directory deleted (with skipTrash)
from HopsFS

The HopsFS subtree protocol takes
care of deleting all the inodes of the
subtree. Each deletion triggers the on
cascade delete of the SDS and, with
it, the clean up of the metadata related
to that object. Metadata which cannot
be reached by the foreign keys are
deleted by the hiveCleaner.

Directory moved or deleted without
skipTrash

HopsFS changes the primary key of
the inode of the moved directory
which triggers the cascade only on
the related SDS entry. Foreign
keys between partitions and table and
tables and database make sure that
if a object is removed all its sub-
objects are deleted as well. Example:
if a database directory is moved,
the DB SDS entry is deleted, which
on cascade deletes the DBS entry,
the TBLS entries (if any) and the
PARTITIONS entries (if any). The
hiveCleaner takes care of cleaning the
SDS entries and of the SDS related
metadata of the sub-objects.

Deletion only of the table files Leave all the metadata as described in
3.1.2.2

Entire warehouse deleted If the warehouse is deleted using
the skipTrash flag, then the HopsFS
subtree protocol deletes all the inode
and with them all the metadata. If
the warehouse is deleted without the
skipTrash or moved, all the metadata
will remain, but the locations will
point to the wrong path. Only the
administrators have the permissions
of deleting or moving the warehouse
directory and they should be protected
from incidental deletes by regular
database backups.

Table 3.1: Summary of the cleanup strategies
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3.2 Authentication

As described in section 2.2 is a multitenant platform, so we need to set up the Hive
Server and the Metastore to be able to authenticate users and to determine which
users can do which operations on which data. The following section describes
what are the options available “out of the box”.

3.2.1 Supported mechanisms

3.2.1.1 Authorization

Hive supports two authorization methods: storage-based and SQL standard based
authorization. With the first method, storage-based authorization, the file system
acts as a source of truth for the access permissions on database, tables and
partitions. Read privileges are required to do a SELECT on a table while write
privileges are required for operations such as INSERT and DROP. As storage
based authorization operates at levels of directories and files, users can define
privileges on database, table and partitions. For finer level of permissions, such
as column-level and row-level authorization SQL standard based authorization
is required. This method is useful if the same table is used by several services
(e.g. Apache Hive and Presto). Storage-based authorization applies the same
set of privileges on all users independently from the service they operate from.
The second use case for this authorization mechanisms is when users query the
data through the Hive command line tool. SQL standard based authorization
is not enforced by the Hive CLI tool, so in storage-based authorization is the
only options administrators have in this case to enforce privileges control. With
storage-based authorization the query is run as the user who submitted it to allow
the file system to enforce read/write privileges on the data. The privileges on the
metadata are enforced by the metastore.

SQL Standard Based authorization, on the other hand, allows for more
fine grained privilege policies at column and row level. This authorization
model imitate traditional RDBMS authorization mechanism. With this model,
administrators can use the GRANT or REVOKE SQL commands to manage
privileges on databases, tables, partitions and columns to other users. The
privileges are enforced by the Hive Server when compiling the query. The
query is then run with the same user of the Hive Server 2. SQL standard based
authorization is not enforced by the Hive CLI to avoid giving a false sense of
security as, if users can run the tool it means that they have access to the cluster
and with it, to the data. For this reason, if SQL standard based authorization is
enable, the CLI tool should not be available to the users which should be forced
to operate through the Hive Server.
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External tools such as Apache Ranger* and Apache Sentry† which provide
a single solution to manage privileges for a variety of software running on top
of an Hadoop cluster. Both Ranger and Sentry have plugins for the Hive Server
to outsource privileges management to them. They both use the SQL standard
method and provide fine grained privilege policy at column and row level.

3.2.1.2 Authentication

Hive Server does not manage directly the users, it relies on other software to
provide user authentication. Currently Hive supports 5 different authentication
method:

• None: Meaning that no user authentication is performed.

• NoSASL: Raw transport layer without encryption

• Kerberos: Kerberos works by exchanging symmetric keys and allowing
the KDC (Key Distribution Center) to verify the identify of clients and
servers. Session keys and tickets are used for trust and confidentiality of
the communication between client and server.

• LDAP: LDAP stands for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol which
provides a single place to store and manage users information inside an
organization. It can be used to store usernamens and passwords and to
provide authentication capabilities to service (e.g. Hive).

• Pluggable Authentication Modules: PAM is used in Linux and Unix
based operating systems to provide an interface for users authentication over
several mechanisms (e.g. password, smart cards, finger print). In this way
system applications do not have to re-implement them each time. The code
implementing a specific authentication mechanism is included in a system
library and loaded at runtime by PAM when a registered software requires
a user verification.

• Pluggable Custom Authentication: Hive provides developers a way to
implement custom authenticators. This happens through the implementation
of the Java interface PasswdAuthenticationProvider which has
a single method: void Authenticate (String user, String
Password) throws AuthenticationException. Each time a
user logs in the method is invoked and the developer can implement the
logic to authenticate him/her. If the user is authenticated the function returns
otherwise the function should throw the exception.

* http://ranger.apache.org † http://sentry.apache.org
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3.2.2 Hops security model

The Hops ecosystem uses certificates to authenticate users when interacting with
services. The certificates respect the X.509 standard and contain the identity of
the owner and a public key. X.509 certificates are signed by a chain of Certificate
Authorities (CA) which is used to ensure trust between the client and the server.

As described in 2.2, HopsWorks differentiates between the concept of platform
users, which log in into to the web platform and project users, which have the
permissions to operate on the Hops ecosystem. In the Hops ecosystem setup,
each project user has a certificate which is signed by the HopsWorks CA and
contains the username of the project user and a public key. At the same time
each service on each machine has a certificate, also signed by the HopsWorks
CA. When users want to use a service, they contact the service and start the two-
way SSL handshake (or SSL handshake with client authentication). The process
works as follow: (1) Client sends an hello message to the server which contains
some cryptography information (eg. the ciphers supported) and a random byte
string (2) Server replies with an hello message containing: the cipher chosen, a
random string, the certificate and the request for the client certificate (3) Client
verifies the validity of the server certificate (4) Clients sends a random string used
to compute the symmetric session key (the message is encrypted with the server’s
public key) (5) Clients sends its certificate to authenticate itself (6) Server verifies
the client certificate (7) Both client and server sends a finish message and start
communicating using the symmetric key defined before.

The Hops services, for authorization purposes, extract the username of the
user from the client certificate he/she has provided.

3.2.3 HopsHive authentication model

The following sections explain the details of the authentication mechanism
implemented for HopsHive and the motivations behind it. As described in 2.1.1.1
Hive provides a JDBC connector. The connector and the Hive Server will be the
focus of the following discussion.

3.2.3.1 Motivations

Readers would expect HopsHive to implement the same mechanisms of the other
Hops services as described in the section above. At the moment we are writing this
thesis, the Hive Server supports the SSL protocol to encrypt the communication
between clients and servers. However, the server cannot be configured to request
to the client its certificate. Implementing this behavior in the Hive Server creates
a compatibility issue. The JDBC connector does not expect to be requested to
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provide a certificate except when running in HTTP mode. The exception is
because Apache KNOX can be configured to request client authentication. We
would need to create a new JDBC connector which is able to send the client
certificate when requested even when running in binary mode and implement the
logic in the Hive Server to extract the username from the client certificate.

The second requirement we have is that we want to be compatible with already
existing BI tools (eg. Tableau) which might not provide a way to load an external
JDBC connector or a way to handle client certificates. To achieve this we decide
to develop the work as follow: provide username/password authentication, using
HopsWorks as a repository for user credentials and, as future work, implement the
logic in the Hive Server to request the client certificate and extract the username
from it. At the same time we will develop another lightweight JDBC connector
which expects to be requested the client certificate as way to provide user identities
to the Hive Server. When both part will be completed the Hive Server will
listens on two different ports, on one port it expects authentication with username
and password and on the second one it will expect authentication using X.509
certificates. In this way, internally to the HopsWorks platform we can use the new
JDBC connector and the X.509 certificates, while with external tools which do
not support external JDBC connectors users can authenticate with username and
password.

3.2.3.2 Username/Password authenticator

Implementing a custom username/password authenticator for the Hive Server is
straightforward. As explained in section 3.2.1.2 developers can implement the
PasswdAuthenticationProvider and configure the Hive Server to use it
as authentication class. Unfortunately, the requirements for an username/password
authenticator for HopsHive are different and cannot be fulfilled by implementing
only the interface. As already mentioned, HopsWorks is built around the concepts
of the platform users and project users. Platform users are maintained by
HopsWorks which also exposes a REST API to verify that an email address and
password combination is present in the system. On the other hand, project users
are stored and maintained by HopsFS, HopsWorks knows how to assemble them
starting from the project name and the username, and does it before launching
a job or doing an operation on the file system. HopsWorks has an endpoint
user/profile to provide information about the user, which contains, among
other information the username to build the project specific username. The user,
however, has to be logged in to see its profile details, as the request for the
profile has to include the session id given by the platform at login time. The
flow of an authentication request of HopsHive would then be the following:
1. Client sends email address, password and database name (there will be at
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most one database per project and will have the same name of the project.)
2. Server sends a request to HopsWorks to verify the email address and password
combination and get the user’s username 3. Server sets the user’s username to be
databasename username

Implementing the PasswdAuthenticationProvider would not be
enough as we need a mechanisms to change the username from the email address
provided by the user to the project specific username to operate on the cluster.
We configure the Hive Server with the doAs option set to true, in this way each
operation the Hive Server does it impersonates the user requesting it. The Hive
Server implements the concept of sessions. When a user logs in and he/she is
authenticated, he/she opens a session. A session stores information such as the
Hive database the user is operating on, the username that should be used to do
the operations, options overwritten by the user, statistics and so on. On the
client side the JDBC connector stores the session handle which then sends to
the Hive Server in each successive commands (e.g. ExecuteStatement, GetInfo)
to identify itself. Changing the username in the session state results in the Hive
Server doing operations on the cluster with the newly set username. This gives us
the opportunity of implementing the logic to support the indirection between the
platform users and the project users.

Figure 3.1: HopsHive username/password authenticator

The implemented behavior (fig 3.1) for the HopsHive authenticator is the
following:

1. Client creates a connection with the Hive Server. In the connection URL
user specifies auth=noSasl as only in this case the JDBC driver includes
username and password in the open session request object.
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2. Server skips the user authentication part and sends a request to the
HopsWorks login endpoint to verify that the user exists, he/she has been
verified and the password is correct

3. HopsWorks replies. If the status code is different than 200, the user is not
logged in, the session creation is stopped by throwing a LoginException.
If the user is logged in, the server parses the Set-Cookie field in the
HTTP response to extract the session id.

4. Server requests to HopsWorks the user profile to the endpoint user/
profile. In the requests the server adds the session id extracted in the
previous step.

5. HopsWorks replies with the user profile. The server creates the session and
set the username for that session to be dbName username where the
username is the one received by Hopsworks.

6. The session handle is returned to the client.

7. Clients asks the Hive Server to execute a query and provides it the session
handle.

8. Server executes the query on the cluster impersonating the project specific
user.

Some considerations about the implementation. The database name is
guaranteed to exists as, if the user doesn’t specify it the connection URL, the
JDBC driver sets it automatically to default. We don’t check against HopsWorks
whether or not the user is part of the project. That’s because, if the user is
operating on a database on which he/she doesn’t have the permissions, both the file
systems and the metastore will block any operation and will throw an exception.
All the information, including username and password, are sent over the network
in clear. To overcome this problem we can configure the Hive Server to use
SSL to encrypt the communication between the JDBC driver and the server. The
Hive Server remains compatible with all the other authentication methods. To
enable the new Hops authenticator users should set the following configuration
parameters:

• hive.server2.authentication : NOSASL

• hive.server2.custom.authentication.class : org.apache.hive.service.auth.
HopsAuthenticationProviderImpl
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There is a temporary downside in this implementation. Hops allows users to
enable the two-factor authentication for the log in into the HopsWorks platform.
However, as it is cumbersome to type it the OTP code as part of the JDBC
connection username (separating it somehow from the email address), we decide
to add the requirement that if the user wants to log in into the Hive Server, it
should disable two-factor authentication. Readers should note that this limitation
is only a temporary limitation as, when we will develop authentication through
X.509 certificates users will have the possibility of authenticate with them. This
will remove the need of querying the HopsWorks API and with it the necessity of
disabling the two-factor authentication.

3.3 Deploy HopsHive
Today’s standard to manage large scale services dictates to use a DevOps mindset
and develop tools to automate deployment and configuration. Karamel* is one
these tools. As described in the section 2.2, the entire HopsWorks stack is
deployed using Karamel, which executes the Chef† recipes using Chef Solo on
the bare metal machines or virtual machines. To make HopsHive deployable
with the rest of the Hops ecosystem we write a Chef cookbook to deploy all the
components of the Hive architecture, configure them and launch the necessary
services.

The cookbook is currently composed by 7 recipes:

• install.rb: Its role is to download the HopsHive artifact, extract it and place
it in the install directory.

• configure.rb: Its role is to fill in the template for the Hive’s configuration
file with parameters such as the location and credentials for the database,
the path of the warehouse, the endpoint for HopsWorks and so on.

• metastore.rb: Its role is to setup and start the SystemD unit for the metastore
service.

• server2.rb: Its role is to setup and start the SystemD unit for the Hive
Server2 service.

• cleaner.rb: Its role is to download and install the hiveCleaner, and start its
SystemD unit.

• tez.rb: Its role is to download, install and configure Apache Tez.

* http://karamel.io † https://www.chef.io/chef/
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• default.rb: Its role is to execute all the previous mentioned recipes (except
install.rb)

To comply with the security model of HopsWorks we configure HopsHive as
follows. We enable the HopsWorks authenticator described in the section 3.2.3.2
and, as authorization policy, we use storage based authorization (described in
section 3.2.1.1), the Hive Server operates impersonating the project specific user.
Unfortunately, HopsFS does not currently support Access Control List which
would enable a much more flexible definition of privileges on files and directories.
For the moment Hive’s table access can be divided into 3 groups: owner, group
and others. The issue with Storage based authorization is that the warehouse
directory should be owned and controlled only by the admin user, otherwise, users
will be able to delete each other databases. This creates the need for a fake Hive
admin user, which is listed among the HopsFS users, and will be used to create the
database for the users using the JDBC driver. Once the database has been created
the HopsWorks platform should do a chown operation and transfer the ownership
of the database directory to the user which requested the database. By transferring
the ownership we make sure that the fake admin user cannot have access to the
data contained in the database.

The execution engine set by default is Tez. This because it has better
performance than MapReduce, and because MapReduce is deprecated and it’s
going to be removed from the future releases. Tez is currently the only execution
engine supported by the LLAP feature. As work in ongoing to bring also this
feature into the Hops ecosystem, the choice of Tez is obligated. Moreover for Tez,
Hive creates a different scratchdir for every project user, which is used to store
query execution plans and query fragments. Using the HopsWorks security model
and separate scratch directories for each user make sure that users cannot see the
content of the directories of each other, but also that the same person cannot copy
query fragments between scratchdirs which would invalidate the project isolation
that HopsWorks achieves. If a new user executes a query a new scratchdir is
created automatically, however, they are not automatically garbage collected. To
avoid accumulating garbage in the file system, we develop a new component of the
hiveClearer which, at regular configurable intervals, scans the hdfs inodes tables
in the Hops schema for Hive Tez scratchdirs older than a week (configurable as
well). If it founds any, it will delete the scratchdir directories. As hiveCleaner is
in C++ we use the HDFS native library to delete the directories.

Currently the components are not deployed in high availability mode, however,
it should be straightforward to extend the recipes to deployed multiple Hive
Servers and metastores as explained in the section 2.1.



Chapter 4

Analysis

In this chapter we analyze the differences between HopsHive and Apache Hive.
Particular focus is placed on the work done on the metastore, highlighting the
advantages and the limitations of our implementation.

4.1 Consistency guarantees

The fundamental difference between HopsHive and Apache Hive is that the
former assumes HopsFS as source of truth while the latter relies on the metastore
database as source of truth. That is, in the case of HopsHive for a database/table/
partition to exists the directory structure needs to be present on the file system.
On the other hand, for Apache Hive the existence of a Hive object depends on the
existence of the entry in the metastore database.

In the Apache Hive case, this has the effect that, if a user deletes the table
directory from HDFS, users can still run queries on it and the result is OK with
no thrown exception. In case of a simple query (such as SELECT * FROM
hivetable) its trivial to understand that there is something wrong with the data.
On the other hand, in case of complex queries with many joins and filters it’s not
trivial to understand if the OK result returned by Hive is correct (because there are
no tuples respecting the filters), or if the query contains an error or if the actual
data is missing. With Apache Hive if a user executes an INSERT on a table which
directory has been previously deleted, the directory structure is re-created and the
INSERT is successful.

These behaviors do not happen in HopsHive, except for the file deletion as
explained later. Thanks to the work of this thesis on the metastore, in case
directories are deleted, the respective metadata is deleted as well. So when a
user executes the same statement as above, and the directory is missing from the
HopsFS, he/she will get an exception. Same happens when the user tries to insert
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a new tuple in a table which directory has been previously deleted, as the metadata
is no longer in the metastore database, the execution will raise an exception.
The deletion of the metadata for the “core metatables” such as DBS, TBLS,
PARTITIONS is executed with strongly consistency guarantees by database
engine using foreign keys. That is, at no time and under no circumstances can
a table or partition exists without its respective database or table. At the same
time, no database, table or partition can exist without its SDS entry which in turn
cannot exist if there is no inode to point to.

On the other hand, SDS entries can exists without the related database/table
or partition. This is the case, for instance, when a user moves the database
directory, in this case the DBS entry will be removed and with it all the TBLS
and PARTITIONS entries connected with that database. However, as previously
mentioned, the SDS metatable contains the storage descriptors for databases,
tables and partitions. For this reason, the SDS metatable doesn’t have any
foreign key pointing to DBS, TBLS or PARTITIONS metatables. So, if an entry
in one of these metatables is deleted as in the example above, the cascading
effect is not propagated. This example shows how, in our implementation, not
all the metadata can be deleted in a strongly consistent manner. To tackle
this problem we developed the hiveCleaner, which acts as garbage collector
removing all the metadata which is inaccessible but cannot be delete using
foreign keys. The hiveCleaner introduces, for some metadata (listed in 3.1.3) an
eventual consistency guarantee, that is, provided that the hiveCleaner is running
the metadata will be eventually deleted. The eventual consistency guarantee
introduced by the hiveCleaner, does not affect the behavior of the application.
In fact, the metadata which will be deleted by the hiveCleaner cannot be accessed
by Hive as the entries storing the reference to them (eg. a TBLS entry which stores
the SD ID) have been deleted using the foreign keys. Currently the hiveCleaner
is not highly available, this means that if it crashes it will miss events from NDB
and it will not cleanup the orphan metadata. Future work is required in this area
to make the hiveCleaner HA. At this time, to compensate for hiveCleaner failures,
we developed a SQL script which we deploy together with the HopsWorks stack
and can be executed to clean up the metastore database.

One of the limitations of our implementation is described in the section
3.1.2.2. As Hive does not track the files but only the directories, if a user deletes
all the files but he/she doesn’t delete the directory, the metadata remains in the
metastore database. In this case if the user executes the SELECT statement above,
he/she will get OK as result, both in HopsHive and in Apache Hive. As described
in section 3.1.2.2, this behavior is the same as a TRUNCATE operation on the
table.

Even tough in this thesis we developed a mechanisms to clean up Hive’s
metadata in a strongly consistent manner in case the data is removed from the
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file system, the transformation towards a fully strongly consistent metastore is
not yet completed. One example is the ALTER TABLE command which cannot
be executed in HopsHive for the reasons explained in section 3.1.2.4. Another
source of possible inconsistency can be the table creation. As the creation of the
table directory on the file system happens before the creation of the metadata and
the two operations are not executed in the same transaction, in case of a failure
of the metastore in between the creation of the directory and the creation of the
metadata, the result would be an inconsistent metastore database. In this case
HopsHive and Apache Hive behaves in the same way. This scenario however
can be tolerated as users from the Hopsworks UI can keep track and potentially
delete the directories which have been created without the related metadata. To
achieve a fully consistent metastore we would need to modify the metastore
to behave both as metastore and as HopsFS namenode. That is, in the same
transaction the metastore should be able to create the HopsFS structures for the
database/table/partition directory (the entry in the hdfs inodes) and the metadata
in the metastore database. Merging the metadata modification transaction and
the HopsFS transaction would make sure that, even in case of failures, either
everything is created or nothing is, leaving the metastore database always in a
consistent state. At the moment we are investigating which is the best path forward
to implement the single transaction logic.

4.2 Performance
Even tough this work is mainly focused on the consistency of the metastore, it is
worth discussing about the performance implications of moving the metastore
database to NDB. We performed some micro-benchmarks on the metadata
fetching when compiling a query using both NDB and InnoDB as storage engine
for MySQL. Due to lack of resources and time, the tests were executed in a
virtual machine with 8 virtual cores and 16 Gigabyte of RAM. The database
was running locally and configured with a MySQL server, a NDB management
node and a NDB datanode. For the benchmark we used the Hive testbench tool
* which is based on the TPC-DS workload †. The amount of data used for the
experiments was 2 Gigabytes. Figure 4.1 shows, for each query, the amount of
time taken to build the query plan. As this is the phase in which Hive fetches
the metadata from the database, it’s a good proxy to determine the performance
of the database itself for this specific use case. The figure shows how, in all the
cases analyzed, with the exception of the query 79, NDB performs worse than
InnoDb. Query 94 and 95, containing multiple concatenated JOIN, have the

* https://github.com/hortonworks/hive-testbench
† http://www.tpc.org/tpcds/default.asp
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highest difference of performance with InnoDb taking almost only half of the time
to fetch the metadata. The behavior is compatible with what Mikael Ronström
(core developer of NDB) says in this MySQL mailing list thread *. Single thread
operations are not necessarily faster on NDB, if compared with InnoDb, however,
by scaling the number of concurrent users running queries on Hive and the amount
of data analyzed, we expect NDB to achieve better performances (than InnoDB)
by distributing and parallelize the queries across different nodes.

Query 27 Query 39 Query 45 Query 48 Query 52 Query 79 Query 88 Query 94 Query 950
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Figure 4.1: Time (in seconds) to generate the query plan. NDB (black), InnoDb
(grey). Lower is better

With the JIRA HIVE-9452 Hortonworks introduced in Apache Hive the
support for HBase as a backend database for the Hive metastore. The reason
behind this choice is that, with the new LLAP feature queries can have execution
times in the order of seconds, fetching the metadata and compiling the query can
take up to several seconds (as confirmed also by our experiments) and becomes
the bottleneck. Having the metastore backed by HBase would provide a better
mapping between the Java objects and database tables, reducing the number of
metatables to 9 for faster metadata fetching. Hbase would also provide higher
throughput, scalability and high availability if compared, for instance, with a
master-slave deployment of MySQL (InnoDB engine). Moving the metastore

* https://forums.mysql.com/read.php?25,643028,644687,quote=1
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database to NDB goes in the same direction. Because of its architecture, NDB
is highly available and can scale up to 24 Terabytes, in addition to that, several
MySQL servers can execute queries on the same pool of NDB nodes. In the
metastore JDBC connection URL, multiple hosts can be specified, spreading the
work on several nodes (both for read and write operations), reducing the latency
of each query and increasing the throughput.

We acknowledge that our testing environment is far from ideal, and future
work is required to analyze the differences in performances between InnoDB,
NDB and Hbase in real world scenarios, when scaling the amount of data analyzed
and increasing the number of users running queries in parallel. Future work is
also necessary to understand the impact that the new foreign key pointing to the
hdfs inodes table has on the performance of HopsFS. As our foreign key as
an ON DELETE action, it brings extra overhead when deleting a HopsFS inode
from the database. If the tests were to reveal a significant degradation of the
performances, a possible mitigation is to replicate the metadata on a secondary
cluster and run Hive over that cluster.

As future work, we will implement in the metastore the same mechanisms
used by HopsFS to distribute the metadata over several NDB datanodes. We
will force NDB to shard the data in a controlled manner and use query hinting
to determine on which node the query should be initiated. This will reduce
the communications between NDB datanodes and the time it takes to fetch the
metadata. This is a non-trivial task, as query hinting can only be achieved using
the ClusterJ connector * which interacts directly with NDB without going through
the MySQL server. On the metastore side extensive work will be required to
implement all the 130 methods of the interface that the metastore uses to interact
with a storage system, in this case NDB. Further analysis will be required to
understand if the performance gain justifies the effort.

4.3 Security
On the security side, the introduction of the custom authenticator does not break
the compatibility with the other authentication mechanisms. The implementation
of the custom authenticator is one of the steps required to integrate Hive into the
HopsWorks platform. The principal limitation of the HopsHive authenticator is
that users have to disable two factor authentication for the HopsWorks platform.
This limitation will be overcome in a future release when we will introduce
support for authentication through X.509 certificates. With the certificates, users
will provide those to authenticate (instead of username/password), so there will be
no need for username checks against the HopsWorks platform and users will be

* https://dev.mysql.com/doc/ndbapi/en/mccj.html
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able to re-enable two factor authentication. On the authorization side as HopsHive
is deployed with storage based authorization to comply with the HopsWorks
security model, we miss the possibility of fine grained authorization mechanisms
such as column level and row level authorization.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

This chapter concludes the work of the this thesis, presents the goal achieved
and give some insights on the work that can be done in the future on HopsHive.
All the modifications we have done have been released under the Apache
License 2.0 and are available in the Hive Github repository of the Hopshadoop
organization at this link: https://github.com/hopshadoop/hive. The
code of the hiveCleaner is released under the General Public License 2 and
is available at this Github repository: https://github.com/siroibaf/
hivecleaner. Finally the Chef recipe to deploy HopsHive is available at this
Github repository: https://github.com/hopshadoop/hive-chef/,
the recipe is released under Apache Licence 2.0.

5.1 Goals Achieved

In this thesis we successfully implemented a mechanisms for automatic cleanup
of Hive’s metadata in case the data is deleted from HopsFS and not through
Hive. Section 3.1 describes the steps and modifications we made to the Hive
metastore to achieve our goal. The chapter also describes the implementation of
the hiveCleaner which deletes the metadata which cannot be deleted using the
foreign keys and the on delete actions. As we plan is to integrate HopsHive into
the HopsWorks platform, we investigated and implemented a new authenticator
that uses HopsWorks as a repository for user accounts. The new authenticator
described in section 3.2.3 is meant to be integrated in the HopsWorks security
model with the separation between platform users and project users. Finally, to
ease the development and testing, but also to prepare the integration of HopsHive
into the Hops ecosystem we wrote the necessary Chef recipes to deploy the
software. A general overview of the recipes and their roles is explained in section
3.3. The modifications performed do not break the compatibility with external
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software or system. The metastore can be used with other software such as
PrestoDB and, on the Hive Server, another authentication mechanisms can be
enabled.

5.2 Future work
This thesis sets the basis for SQL on Hops. The work can now proceeds in several
directions. As explained in 3.1.2.4 the HopsHive metastore should be transformed
to operate all the data definition operations (e.g. CREATE, DELETE, ALTER)
using a single database transaction for both the creation of the structures on the
file system and for the creation of the metadata. This would allow the metastore
to be truly fully consistent. This is a long term goals and we are still investigating
the implementation details. Related to the metastore consistency more work can
be done on the hiveCleaner. Currently it cannot be deployed in HA mode, and
in case the service goes down, the cleanup of some metadata (those listed in the
section 3.1.3) will not be performed. Deploying it in HA mode would require
having two or more hiveCleaner processes concurrently listing for the events and
a leader election mechanisms to decide which process will be responsible to clean
the metadata.

On the HopsHive server, authentication using X.509 certificate will be
implemented as described in the section 3.2.2. For what concerns the authorization
we can investigate a way to expand storage based authorization to allows a fine
grained authorization at column and row level. One way this might be achieved is
to use the custom metadata functionality of HopsFS.

LLAP brings performance substantial performance improvements to Hive.
Work is undergoing to make this feature available also to the Hops users as the
LLAP daemons do not currently support storage based authorization.

Finally, work is ongoing from another master student to extend the HopsWorks
interface to provide graphic tools to manage and query Hive databases.
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Figure A.1: Hive Metastore full ER
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GRANTOR_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

DB_PRIV VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

DELEGATION_TOKENS

TOKEN_IDENT VARCHAR(767)

TOKEN VARCHAR(767)

Indexes

FUNCS

FUNC_ID BIGINT(20)

CLASS_NAME VARCHAR(4000)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

DB_ID BIGINT(20)

FUNC_NAME VARCHAR(128)

FUNC_TYPE INT(11)

OWNER_NAME VARCHAR(128)

OWNER_TYPE VARCHAR(10)

Indexes

FUNC_RU

FUNC_ID BIGINT(20)

RESOURCE_TYPE INT(11)

RESOURCE_URI VARCHAR(4000)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

GLOBAL_PRIVS

USER_GRANT_ID BIGINT(20)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

GRANT_OPTION SMALLINT(6)

GRANTOR VARCHAR(128)

GRANTOR_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

USER_PRIV VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

HIVE_LOCKS

HL_LOCK_EXT_ID BIGINT(20)

HL_LOCK_INT_ID BIGINT(20)

HL_TXNID BIGINT(20)

HL_DB VARCHAR(128)

HL_TABLE VARCHAR(128)

HL_PARTITION VARCHAR(767)

HL_LOCK_STATE CHAR(1)

HL_LOCK_TYPE CHAR(1)

HL_LAST_HEARTBEAT BIGINT(20)

HL_ACQUIRED_AT BIGINT(20)

HL_USER VARCHAR(128)

HL_HOST VARCHAR(128)

HL_HEARTBEAT_COUNT INT(11)

HL_AGENT_INFO VARCHAR(128)

HL_BLOCKEDBY_EXT_ID BIGINT(20)

HL_BLOCKEDBY_INT_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

IDXS

INDEX_ID BIGINT(20)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

DEFERRED_REBUILD BIT(1)

INDEX_HANDLER_CLASS VARCHAR(4000)

INDEX_NAME VARCHAR(128)

INDEX_TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

LAST_ACCESS_TIME INT(11)

ORIG_TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

INDEX_PARAMS

INDEX_ID BIGINT(20)

PARAM_KEY VARCHAR(256)

PARAM_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

Indexes

KEY_CONSTRAINTS

CHILD_CD_ID BIGINT(20)

CHILD_INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

CHILD_TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

PARENT_CD_ID BIGINT(20)

PARENT_INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

PARENT_TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

POSITION BIGINT(20)

CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR(400)

CONSTRAINT_TYPE SMALLINT(6)

UPDATE_RULE SMALLINT(6)

DELETE_RULE SMALLINT(6)

ENABLE_VALIDATE_RELY SMALLINT(6)

Indexes

MASTER_KEYS

KEY_ID INT(11)

MASTER_KEY VARCHAR(767)

Indexes

NEXT_COMPACTION_QUEUE_ID

NCQ_NEXT BIGINT(20)

NEXT_LOCK_ID

NL_NEXT BIGINT(20)

NEXT_TXN_ID

NTXN_NEXT BIGINT(20)

NOTIFICATION_LOG

NL_ID BIGINT(20)

EVENT_ID BIGINT(20)

EVENT_TIME INT(11)

EVENT_TYPE VARCHAR(32)

DB_NAME VARCHAR(128)

TBL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

MESSAGE MEDIUMTEXT

Indexes

NOTIFICATION_SEQUENCE

NNI_ID BIGINT(20)

NEXT_EVENT_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

NUCLEUS_TABLES

CLASS_NAME VARCHAR(128)

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR(128)

TYPE VARCHAR(4)

OWNER VARCHAR(2)

VERSION VARCHAR(20)

INTERFACE_NAME VARCHAR(255)

Indexes

PARTITIONS

PART_ID BIGINT(20)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

LAST_ACCESS_TIME INT(11)

PART_NAME VARCHAR(767)

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

PARTITION_EVENTS

PART_NAME_ID BIGINT(20)

DB_NAME VARCHAR(128)

EVENT_TIME BIGINT(20)

EVENT_TYPE INT(11)

PARTITION_NAME VARCHAR(767)

TBL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

PARTITION_KEYS

TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

PKEY_COMMENT VARCHAR(4000)

PKEY_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PKEY_TYPE VARCHAR(767)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

PARTITION_KEY_VALS

PART_ID BIGINT(20)

PART_KEY_VAL VARCHAR(256)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

PARTITION_PARAMS

PART_ID BIGINT(20)

PARAM_KEY VARCHAR(256)

PARAM_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

Indexes

PART_COL_PRIVS

PART_COLUMN_GRANT_ID BIGINT(20)

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR(1000)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

GRANT_OPTION SMALLINT(6)

GRANTOR VARCHAR(128)

GRANTOR_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PART_ID BIGINT(20)

PRINCIPAL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PART_COL_PRIV VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

PART_COL_STATS

CS_ID BIGINT(20)

DB_NAME VARCHAR(128)

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PARTITION_NAME VARCHAR(767)

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR(1000)

COLUMN_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PART_ID BIGINT(20)

LONG_LOW_VALUE BIGINT(20)

LONG_HIGH_VALUE BIGINT(20)

DOUBLE_HIGH_VALUE DOUBLE(53,4)

DOUBLE_LOW_VALUE DOUBLE(53,4)

BIG_DECIMAL_LOW_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

BIG_DECIMAL_HIGH_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

NUM_NULLS BIGINT(20)

NUM_DISTINCTS BIGINT(20)

AVG_COL_LEN DOUBLE(53,4)

MAX_COL_LEN BIGINT(20)

NUM_TRUES BIGINT(20)

NUM_FALSES BIGINT(20)

LAST_ANALYZED BIGINT(20)

Indexes

PART_PRIVS

PART_GRANT_ID BIGINT(20)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

GRANT_OPTION SMALLINT(6)

GRANTOR VARCHAR(128)

GRANTOR_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PART_ID BIGINT(20)

PRINCIPAL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PART_PRIV VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

ROLES

ROLE_ID BIGINT(20)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

OWNER_NAME VARCHAR(128)

ROLE_NAME VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

ROLE_MAP

ROLE_GRANT_ID BIGINT(20)

ADD_TIME INT(11)

GRANT_OPTION SMALLINT(6)

GRANTOR VARCHAR(128)

GRANTOR_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

ROLE_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

SDS

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

CD_ID BIGINT(20)

INPUT_FORMAT VARCHAR(4000)

IS_COMPRESSED BIT(1)

IS_STOREDASSUBDIRECTORIES BIT(1)

LOCATION VARCHAR(4000)

NUM_BUCKETS INT(11)

OUTPUT_FORMAT VARCHAR(4000)

SERDE_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

SD_PARAMS

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

PARAM_KEY VARCHAR(256)

PARAM_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

Indexes

SEQUENCE_TABLE

SEQUENCE_NAME VARCHAR(255)

NEXT_VAL BIGINT(20)

Indexes

SERDES

SERDE_ID BIGINT(20)

NAME VARCHAR(128)

SLIB VARCHAR(4000)

Indexes

SERDE_PARAMS

SERDE_ID BIGINT(20)

PARAM_KEY VARCHAR(256)

PARAM_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

Indexes

SKEWED_COL_NAMES

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

SKEWED_COL_NAME VARCHAR(256)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

SKEWED_COL_VALUE_LOC_MAP

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

STRING_LIST_ID_KID BIGINT(20)

LOCATION VARCHAR(4000)

Indexes

SKEWED_STRING_LIST

STRING_LIST_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

SKEWED_STRING_LIST_VALUES

STRING_LIST_ID BIGINT(20)

STRING_LIST_VALUE VARCHAR(256)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

SKEWED_VALUES

SD_ID_OID BIGINT(20)

STRING_LIST_ID_EID BIGINT(20)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

SORT_COLS

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR(1000)

ORDER INT(11)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

TABLE_PARAMS

TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

PARAM_KEY VARCHAR(256)

PARAM_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

Indexes

TAB_COL_STATS

CS_ID BIGINT(20)

DB_NAME VARCHAR(128)

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR(128)

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR(1000)

COLUMN_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

LONG_LOW_VALUE BIGINT(20)

LONG_HIGH_VALUE BIGINT(20)

DOUBLE_HIGH_VALUE DOUBLE(53,4)

DOUBLE_LOW_VALUE DOUBLE(53,4)

BIG_DECIMAL_LOW_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

BIG_DECIMAL_HIGH_VALUE VARCHAR(4000)

NUM_NULLS BIGINT(20)

NUM_DISTINCTS BIGINT(20)

AVG_COL_LEN DOUBLE(53,4)

MAX_COL_LEN BIGINT(20)

NUM_TRUES BIGINT(20)

NUM_FALSES BIGINT(20)

LAST_ANALYZED BIGINT(20)

Indexes

TBLS

TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

DB_ID BIGINT(20)

LAST_ACCESS_TIME INT(11)

OWNER VARCHAR(767)

RETENTION INT(11)

SD_ID BIGINT(20)

TBL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

TBL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

VIEW_EXPANDED_TEXT MEDIUMTEXT

VIEW_ORIGINAL_TEXT MEDIUMTEXT

IS_REWRITE_ENABLED BIT(1)

Indexes

TBL_COL_PRIVS

TBL_COLUMN_GRANT_ID BIGINT(20)

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR(1000)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

GRANT_OPTION SMALLINT(6)

GRANTOR VARCHAR(128)

GRANTOR_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

TBL_COL_PRIV VARCHAR(128)

TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

TBL_PRIVS

TBL_GRANT_ID BIGINT(20)

CREATE_TIME INT(11)

GRANT_OPTION SMALLINT(6)

GRANTOR VARCHAR(128)

GRANTOR_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_NAME VARCHAR(128)

PRINCIPAL_TYPE VARCHAR(128)

TBL_PRIV VARCHAR(128)

TBL_ID BIGINT(20)

Indexes

TXNS

TXN_ID BIGINT(20)

TXN_STATE CHAR(1)

TXN_STARTED BIGINT(20)

TXN_LAST_HEARTBEAT BIGINT(20)

TXN_USER VARCHAR(128)

TXN_HOST VARCHAR(128)

TXN_AGENT_INFO VARCHAR(128)

TXN_META_INFO VARCHAR(128)

TXN_HEARTBEAT_COUNT INT(11)

Indexes

TXN_COMPONENTS

TC_TXNID BIGINT(20)

TC_DATABASE VARCHAR(128)

TC_TABLE VARCHAR(128)

TC_PARTITION VARCHAR(767)

TC_OPERATION_TYPE CHAR(1)

Indexes

TYPES

TYPES_ID BIGINT(20)

TYPE_NAME VARCHAR(128)

TYPE1 VARCHAR(767)

TYPE2 VARCHAR(767)

Indexes

TYPE_FIELDS

TYPE_NAME BIGINT(20)

COMMENT VARCHAR(256)

FIELD_NAME VARCHAR(128)

FIELD_TYPE VARCHAR(767)

INTEGER_IDX INT(11)

Indexes

VERSION
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Indexes

WRITE_SET

WS_DATABASE VARCHAR(128)

WS_TABLE VARCHAR(128)

WS_PARTITION VARCHAR(767)

WS_TXNID BIGINT(20)

WS_COMMIT_ID BIGINT(20)

WS_OPERATION_TYPE CHAR(1)

AUX_TABLE_has_AUX_TABLE

AUX_TABLE_MT_KEY1 VARCHAR(128)

AUX_TABLE_MT_KEY2 BIGINT(20)

AUX_TABLE_MT_KEY11 VARCHAR(128)

AUX_TABLE_MT_KEY21 BIGINT(20)

Indexes
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